
The Social Media Chair
Siluxan Sivakumar / Civil Engineering 2nd year.
Part of the CIVSOC society, main role is making posters and manage the social media pages. 
Something about him is that he is a dependable person who will respond to you when you need 
him. His hobbies are playing basketball and watching anime; one of his favourite quote is “A quitter 
never wins and a winner never quits”.
The Secretary
Hamzah Khan / Civil Engineering 2nd year.
Part of the CIVSOC society, organizes team meetings and event zoom links. Something about him is 
that he is a very smart guy. He is willing to help anyone as much as possible and likes to play any 
sports but prefers football the most.

The Industrial Chair
Shakib Bacharisaleh / Civil Engineering 2nd year.
Has been supporting with creative social media applications and team spirit. Something about him is 
that he is independent person and recently has started his own clothing brand which you check it 
out on– tambrlondon.com. Likes to network and get to know people, he is energetic and loves to 
work in team.

The President
Georgina Wilson-Cousins / Civil Engineering with Sustainabilty 3rd year
Elected twice because she is the most experienced society member; so, keeps the team together; 
through mentorship, advice and supportive solutions. I am pro inclusivity of religion, race and 
opportunities. Commonly seen as a rebel since I thrive on owning differences, thinking outside the 
box and creating new unique opportunities based on industry networking experience.

The Treasurer 

Vikarnan Vasanthakumaran / Civil Engineering 3rd year.
Organizes funding for all events and competitions. Something about him is that he is a member of 
Chartered Institution of Highways and Transport. As the treasurer he knows the value of money and 
likes to work independently.

The CIVSOC Sub-Committee
Umar Saber, Vishnavee Shanmugarajah, Umar Khan and Hadeel Aljufaira / Engineers.
Their roles are to help the society members with opportunities circulation, poster creativity 
contributions and share additional knowledge. They are the links and the bridges of the society, 
without whom we could not function: therefore, equally valued members of our team !!!

CIVSOC Society Committee Members 2020/2021

First Year Representative
MAJD AL-TARTOURI / Civil Engineering 1st year
She is an energetic girl and likes to be called Majood. She is good at everything that she does, has a 
yellow pet parrot called Tweety, likes to travel and takes notes. Another thing to know about her is 
that she likes to help others as this empowers her!

The Social chair
Smit Jayant Lakhlani/ Structural Engineering MSc 
He is a social guy who thrives on creativity. He shines when he works in team and always seeks to 
learn new skills. He is already working hard to brings his best in the committee and loves sharing his 
experiences of the industry from his home country India.

The Masters’ Representative
James Nyakeh Kamara / Water Engineering MSc 

James is passionate about making a positive impact in society and ultimately improving people's 
lives. His role as the Masters Rep gives him unique opportunities to share his international multi-
disciplinary professional insights to the team and members. 
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